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Abstract
Spectra for Coster–Kronig (C–K) transition 1s2 2pð2 P3=2 Þ9l ! 1s2 2sð2 S1=2 Þel0 of Be-like S12þ ions produced following
penetration of 2.5 MeV/u Sqþ ions (q ¼ 7, 10, 12, 13) through C-foil targets of various thickness (1–6.9 lg/cm2 ) have
been probed using zero-degree electron spectroscopy. It has been found that in collisions for Sqþ (q ¼ 7, 10) ion incidence, in which the C–K electrons originate from the projectile bound electrons, a fraction of the angular momentum
l ¼ 1 of the Rydberg state decreases, and fractions of higher ðl P 2Þ angular momenta increase, while the total intensity
of the C–K electrons grows, as target foil thickness increases. The electron spectra for Sqþ (q ¼ 13) incident ions, in
which the autoionizing Be-like state is preferably formed by electron capture from the target continuum upon or near
the exiting surface, do not change in l-distribution or intensity. The shift to higher l comes from the multiple collisions
of electron with the target, in traveling at the same speed under the strong Coulomb potential of the projectile. The
observed dependence of the l-distribution and the intensity of the Rydberg state on projectile initial charge and target
thickness indicates the importance of transport phenomena for both the S13þ core and the projectile-entrained electrons
inside solid. Ó 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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It already has been established through photon
spectroscopy [1,2] as well as electron spectroscopy
[3,4] that the Rydberg states formed via collisions
in foil targets have higher angular momenta,
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compared with those formed in gas-phase collisions. In ion-solid collision, the Rydberg states are
not expected to be formed through direct capture
of ‘‘target’’ electron at the last layers of solid, nor
survive target penetration because the orbital radius of Rydberg electron is far larger than the
lattice spacings in solids. Instead, the Rydberg
states are formed by re-capturing the electron,
which was released from projectile bound state at
an earlier stage of penetration and moved inside
the solid at the projectile velocity, caused by a
sudden switch of potential (from screened to normal Coulomb) at the exit surface [5]. The higher
angular momenta in foil targets than in gas targets
suggest that the electron gets higher angular momentum via multiple collisions with atoms through
foil-transportation under the strong inﬂuence of
the projectile, as the electron should keep its angular momentum in the re-capture process.
Burgd€
orfer and Bottcher [6] have developed a
classical transport theory of near-threshold excitation of electrons inside solid (called entrained
electrons), and succeeded in reproducing the experimental result quantitatively. Continuous investigations [7–9] have been made to understand
the detailed mechanisms.
So far zero-degree electron spectroscopy
[10,11] has proved to be one of the most powerful
tools to study the Rydberg state ions consisting
of the excited core ion and Rydberg electron,
through observing the Coster–Kronig (C–K) electrons ejected at zero degrees with high resolution
[3,12].
We have been studying the electron emission
mechanisms from various ions with diﬀerent energy
passing through gas and solid targets with zerodegree electron spectroscopy [13–17]. We measured
the C–K electrons from Be-like conﬁguration
1s2 2pð2 P3=2 °Þnl or 1s2 2pð2 P1=2 °Þnl ! 1s2 2sð2 S1=2 Þel0
created by passage of 64 MeV (2.0 MeV/u) S12þ
ions through He or C-foil targets, and have observed signiﬁcant diﬀerences of the l-distribution
for the gas and solid phase targets [4,18], and dependence of the product l-distribution on foil thickness and projectile charge state [19]. According to
the picture of the Rydberg state formation after
foil penetration, it is important whether the initial
ion brings more or less than four electrons to form
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the Be-like Rydberg state as well as the charge
state distribution (or the mean charge state) of the
projectile after ‘‘or through’’ penetration. In the
present work, we describe our systematic measurements of C–K electron spectra from 2.5 MeV/u
S7þ , S10þ , S12þ and S13þ ions incident on carbon-foil
targets with various thicknesses of 1–6.9 lg/cm2 .
These targets meet our destination as they are far
thicker than the escape-depth of the captured
, correelectron, which is assumed to be 10 A
sponding to a foil thickness of 0.2 lg/cm2 .

2. Experiments
The present experiments were performed at the
tandem accelerator facility at the Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Tokai. As a
detailed description of the experimental apparatus has been presented previously [4,13–19], only
some major parameters are given here. A beam of
80 MeV (2.5 MeV/u) S7þ ions was obtained from
the tandem accelerator. The primary S7þ or poststripped Sqþ (q ¼ 10–13) ions were guided onto the
target foils which were kept in a collision chamber
at a base pressure of 108 Torr and were ﬁnally
collected with a Faraday cup. Electrons emitted
from the projectile ions after passage through selfsupported C-foil targets of 1.1–6.9 lg/cm2 were
energy analyzed with a tandem electrostatic analyzer located at zero degrees with respect to the ion
beam direction. The electron-pass energy for the
second analyzer was set at 50 eV to improve the
resolution and also to keep its transmission constant. Electron spectra in the laboratory frame
were obtained by scanning the retarding potential
between the ﬁrst and the second analyzers in 1 or
0.5 V steps for a ﬁxed integrated ion beam current
at the Faraday cup. The observed electron spectra
were dominated by the so-called cusp peak at
around 1.39 keV and a series of C–K electron
peaks were superposed on both wings of the cusp
(see Fig. 1(a)). Two spectra for the backward and
forward ejected electrons, corresponding to the
low and high energy wings of the cusp, respectively, were obtained by converting data points
into the projectile rest frame from the laboratory
frame. This conversion resulted in the energy
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Fig. 1. (a) Electron energy spectrum in the laboratory frame for 80 MeV S7þ ions passing through 6.9 lg/cm2 carbon-foil measured at
zero degrees. (b) Electron energy spectra transformed into the projectile rest frame. The thin dotted curves correspond to the energy
spectra from the forward (denoted as Fw) and backward (denoted as Bw) scattering, and the solid curves are background-subtracted
spectra. The repetitive peaks are assigned to C–K transitions, whose conﬁgurations and energies are indicated in the ﬁgure, using
formula (1) in text.

resolution of 0.01–0.05 eV at the electron energy
region of our interest (2 eV). The spectrum from
the high energy wing, which is denoted as ‘‘Fw
spectrum (r)’’ in Fig. 1(b), has a constant background which comes from a part of the cusp
electrons, meanwhile the low energy wing spectrum, which is denoted as ‘‘Bw spectrum (r)’’, has

additional backgrounds coming from soft collisions (see the dotted curves in Fig. 1(b)). After
subtracting these backgrounds, the spectra have
practically the same energy and intensity distributions (see the solid curves in Fig. 1(b)), conﬁrming the constant transmission of our electron
analyzer system in the measured region.
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3. Results and discussion
The repetitive peaks in Fig. 1(b) are assigned to
the C–K transitions 1s2 2pð2 P3=2 °Þnl ðn P 9Þ !
1s2 2sel0 or 1s2 2pð2 P1=2 °Þnl ðn P 10Þ ! 1s2 2sel0 of
Be-like S12þ ions, using the formula
EC–K ¼ DE  Q2 Ry=2n2 ;

ð1Þ

where EC–K is the C–K electron energy, DE is the
energy diﬀerence between the initial and the ﬁnal
states of the core ion conﬁgurations, taken from
the compiled transition energy tables [20,21], Q is
the eﬀective charge of the S13þ 1s2 2p(2 P) core ion
(assumed to be þ13 for this case), and Ry=2 is the
Rydberg energy (13.6 eV). Hereafter, we focus on
the details of the most intense peak of the
1s2 2pð2 P3=2 °Þ9l ! 1s2 2sel0 transition. Electron
energy spectra from the C–K transition formed by
80 MeV S7þ , S10þ , S12þ and S13þ ions incident
through C-foil targets of various thicknesses are
shown in Fig. 2. In the ﬁgure, the observed electron spectra are normalized to the ﬁxed number of
the impinging ions using factors (mean charge for
each collision system)/(equilibrium mean charge ¼
13:3 [22–24]), where the mean charges of S ions
after foil passage were estimated from the variations of the Faraday cup current when switching
the target foils in/out (Table 1). The vertical bars
on top in the ﬁgure show the C–K electron energies calculated using the Z-expansion method (MZ
code) [25] with state descriptions for 1s2 2p9l
Rydberg conﬁguration on the right hand. These
calculated values are shifted by 0.2 eV, as discussed in Ref. [25] to compensate the diﬀerence
with experimental results for n 6 19. Energies for
l P 4 states are not available from the MZ code in
Ref. [25]. The length of the vertical bar indicates
the autoionization rate associated with the transition, calculated with the multi-conﬁguration Hartree–Fock method (Cowan code) [25]. We have
carefully checked that no Rydberg state of Sqþ
ð7 6 q 6 13Þ ions, other than the 1s2 2pð2 P3=2 °Þ9l
states of S12þ , can give rise to peaks in the present
energy range, based upon the formula (1).
Fig. 2 demonstrates that the intensity of the
prominent peak at around 1.25 eV increases dramatically for incident S7þ and S10þ ions as the
target thickness increases. For S12þ collision, a
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small increase is found which saturates at target
thickness of 2.0 lg/cm2 , and the intensity and
shape of the peak do not depend on target thickness for S13þ . These behaviors can be understood
generally by the number of S13þ core ions and of
entrained electrons, released from the projectile,
inside the target. Considering the mean charges for
each foil, and thus the number of electrons expected to be released, in Table 1, the nearly proportional increase of the peak intensity with foil
thickness for the S7þ and S10þ ions incidence is
characterized mainly by the increase in the S13þ
core production. The small increase for the S12þ
ions is characterized by both S13þ core ions and
entrained electrons. The dependence of total electron intensity on the projectile initial charge state
at ﬁxed target thickness can be understood in the
same manner. The increase of the peak intensity
due to the increase of initial charge from 7þ to
10þ is characterized by the increasing number of
the core ions, and the decrease for 12þ and 13þ
initial charge states for 2.0–6.9 lg/cm2 targets is
described by a decrease in electrons released from
projectile. We point out that not only the number
of entrained electrons but charge evolution of the
projectile inside solid should be included for the
practical understanding of the peak intensity dependence on foil thickness and projectile initial
charge.
Next, the shape of the peak and its change for
each collision system is treated qualitatively. With
a help of energy calculations using the MZ code,
we consider the peak at around 1.25 eV to originate from 1s2 2p9l conﬁgurations, whose l is larger
than or equal to 2. The shoulder at around 1.15 eV,
which can be seen in most of the spectra, is likely
to come from conﬁgurations with lower angular
momentum ðl ¼ 1Þ, considering the large autoionization rate of 1s2 2p9p 1 S0 conﬁguration. In the
S7þ incidence, the shoulder appears for the 2.0 and
6.9 lg/cm2 targets, and for the latter, the shoulder
becomes relatively weak compared with the
prominent peak at around 1.25 eV in spite of the
increase of the shoulder intensity. The same tendency is found for S10þ , and a weak shoulder is
seen only for the 1.5 and 2.0 lg/cm2 targets in S12þ
incidence. For S13þ , there is no dependence of either peak shape or intensity on target thickness. As
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Fig. 2. Electron energy spectra from C–K transitions 1s2 2pð2 P3=2 °Þ9l ! 1s2 2sel0 formed through 80 MeV S7þ , S10þ , S12þ and S13þ ions
colliding with C-foil targets with various thickness. Each spectrum is normalized to the integrated number of the impinging particles
(see text).

described previously, the autoionizing Rydberg
electron is considered to have its origin in projectile bound electrons, which was released and
traveled inside the foil undergoing multiple collisions, for S7þ , S10þ and S12þ ions incidence. The
appearance of the shoulder can be attributed to the
l(¼1)-population of the entrained electrons, and
the decrease of the shoulder ratio is due to the shift
to higher l values, reﬂecting multiple collisions of
the entrained electrons with the target under the

strong inﬂuence of the projectile, as has been
shown experimentally [3] and theoretically [6] for
1s2 2p5l ! 1s2 2sel0 transition of 1.5 MeV C2þ
ions. The importance of transport phenomena is
demonstrated again by the longer survival of l ¼ 1
population for S7þ and S10þ ions incidence, where
more projectile bound electrons are expected to be
released during foil penetration, than for S12þ . For
S13þ , however, the release of the projectile bound
electron and formation of entrained electrons have
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Table 1
The estimated mean charge for incident 80 MeV Sqþ ions after
passing through thin carbon foils with various thickness, obtained by measuring the variation of the Faraday cup current
with and without the carbon foil present
Foil thickness
(lg/cm2 )

Projectile incident charge state
S7þ

S10þ

S12þ

S13þ

1.1
1.5
2.0
3.0
6.9

10.1
–
10.3
–
11.8

–
10.7
11.9
12.2
13.1

–
12.4
12.5
12.8
13.3

–
13.3
13.3
13.3
13.3

The (nominal) equilibrium charge is known to be 13.3 for 80
MeV S ions [22–24].

little possibility, and the autoionizing Rydberg
state is formed by electron capture from target
continuum upon or near the exiting surface, which
agree our observation of no dependence of intensity and l-distribution on the target thickness.
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